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Aurea Social — a single digital workplace to get work done
Aurea Social brings the power of enhanced collaboration to Microsoft SharePoint and Office. With Aurea Social, 
employees can crowdsource ideas, connect with like-minded peers, and find the expertise they need instantly.

Quick access to internal experts
Why wade through a sea of emails when the answers you seek could be a click away? AureaSocial's Expertise 
On-Demand feature connects you to the internal knowledge you need—fast.

Empower through recognition
Employee morale can be the make-or-break factor in any project. AureaSocial flips the script on traditional 
top-down recognition, offering a two-way street that energizes your workforce.

Transform your intranet into a communication hub
Aurea Social takes your intranet beyond static pages and turns it into an interactive platform. Personalized 
messaging and notifications mean your communications strategy is always on point.

Make data-driven decisions
No more guessing games. With AureaSocial's comprehensive insights, you can measure community 
engagement, track individual contributions, and use this data to align your strategies effectively.

Key features:

Expertise on-demand

 Instantly connect questions with the best internal experts.

Employee engagement

Foster a culture of peer-to-peer and top-down recognition.

Dynamic communications

Targeted messages and system-wide notifications make your intranet lively.

Knowledge capture

Turn intranet interactions into a repository of institutional wisdom.

Data-driven insights

Comprehensive metrics let you gauge engagement and make informed decisions.

Personalized discovery

Get content updates via a personalized activity stream and multi-channel notifications.
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Aurea Social CoPilot: instant summaries, faster decisions
Meet Aurea Social CoPilot, the GenAI-powered assistant designed to make your experience on Aurea Social 
even smoother. With the click of a button, CoPilot generates quick summaries for the documents you're 
interested in, letting you immediately gauge their relevance. No more sifting through pages and pages—just a 
clear, concise summary right at your fingertips. Eliminate the tedium of wading through extensive documents 
and embrace a streamlined, more efficient way to consume information with Aurea Social CoPilot.


